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1 Poster submission - Abstract

The genre of Australian Aboriginal autobiography emerged in the 1960s,
with the rise of the Aboriginal rights movement. It is considered a literature
of significant socio-political importance, with authors sharing an alternative
history as a truth different to the one previously asserted by the European
settlers where Indigenous peoples and cultures were either misrepresented or
ignored. [1, 3]

With this poster submission, we present intermediate results of the work-
in-progress PhD project within the scope of which we are focusing on explor-
ing a newly created text corpus with the word embeddings technique [2]. We
have analysed discursive spaces of a corpus of 92 Australian Aboriginal au-
tobiographies published in 1970s-2010s. Here, the particular focus has been
on the discourses of race and aboriginality as some of the dominant themes
characterizing the genre. The books have been digitised and converted into
machine-readable texts, whereas the words have been mapped to real-valued
vectors (word embeddings) believed to reflect various linguistic properties
and enabling calculating semantic similarity between them.

Word embeddings modelling has recently been used in Digital Humani-
ties as an exploratory technique to complement and guide traditional close
reading approaches, which is justified by their potential to identify word use
patterns in a collection of texts. Word embeddings capture a lot of cultural
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information, as language is considered a reflection of the cultural system of
a social group using it.

The results of our initial experiments suggest that the trained word em-
beddings reflect the historical, political, and cultural environment of the
authors and some unique experiences and perspectives related to their racial
and gender identity.
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